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Abstract: An n-gram may be a sub-sequence of n things from a given sequence. N-grams square measure 

employed in varied areas of applied mathematics linguistic communication process and genetic sequence 

analysis. During which sequence analysis is that the method of comparison the sequence or series of attributes so 

as to seek out the similarity. Malware is nothing however malicious computer code that\'s designed by attackers 

for worrying computers. Malware variants can have distinct computer memory unit level representations whereas 

in principal belong to a similar family of malware. The computer memory unit level content is completely 

different as a result of tiny changes to the malware ASCII text file may end up in considerably different compiled 

code. During which programs square measure used as operational code (opcode) density histograms obtained 

through dynamic analysis. Dynamic analysis is that the method of testing and analysis of application or a 

program throughout period. A SVM is employed for classification or regression issues. It uses a way known as 

the kernel trick to remodel your information and so supported these transformations it finds associate degree 

optimum boundary between the doable outputs. We have a tendency to use static analysis to classify malware. It 

known a prefilter stage victimisation hex values of files, that may scale back the feature set and so scale back the 

coaching effort. The result shows that the relationships between options square measure complicated and 

straightforward statistics filtering approaches don't give a sensible approach. However, hex decimal primarily 

based produces an appropriate filter. The whole systems are going to be enforced in WEKA tool. 
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